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Systematics is the part of science that deals with grouping organisms and determining how they

are related. It can be divided into two main branches

i. Taxonomy focuses on classifying, naming, and grouping organisms. A group, or taxon, can be a

population, a species, a genus, or a higher-level grouping, such as family, order, class, phylum,

kingdom, or domain. The plural of taxon is taxa.

ii. Phylogenetics is the study of determining evolutionary relationships, or patterns of descent

of organisms.

Evolutionary Tree

An evolutionary tree can also be called a phylogenetic tree, or a just a phylogeny. There are

many different ways to draw phylogenies, but they do all have certain parts that you must

understand before you try to interpret them.

The root of a phylogeny represents the common ancestor of all the descendants in the tree. The

descendant taxa are labeled at the tips of the tree. A node splits into two branches and indicates

a divergence or speciation event. The node itself represents the common ancestor of any

descendants that branch off of it. The two taxa that branch off at a node are called sister taxa.



They share an immediate common ancestor. In this phylogeny, taxa B and C are sister taxa. They are both

equally related to taxon A.

The branches of a phylogeny can be rotated around a node without changing evolutionary relationships. If

you want to determine how two or more taxa are related, it is important to look at the nodes and branches in a

tree and not just the ordering of descendant taxa. Sometimes the evolutionary relationships between taxa

cannot be determined. This results in a phylogeny with a polytomy, or a node from which more than two

groups split.

A clade is a group that includes an ancestor and all of its descendants. Clades, also called monophyletic

groups, can be nested in larger clades. For example, mammals are a monophyletic group because they all

descended from a common ancestor. Within the mammals, there are also many smaller clades, such as

primates or bats.

Not all groupings of organisms qualify as monophyletic. A paraphyletic group consists of an ancestor and

only some of its descendants. Reptiles are animals like crocodiles, lizards, and snakes. This is actually a

paraphyletic grouping because the ancestor that gave rise to all reptiles also gave rise to birds. If birds are

added to the definition of reptiles, then it could be considered a monophyletic group.



A polyphyletic group is made up of various descendants with no recent common

ancestor. Marine mammals are polyphyletic. Whales and seals are both marine mammals, but

they are not closely related at all. Seals are more closely related to bears than they are to whales.

Whales share a more recent common ancestor with deer than they do to seals.



Cladograms and Phylogenetic Trees

Biologists use cladograms and phylogenetic trees to illustrate relationships among organisms

and evolutionary relationships for organisms with a shared common ancestor.

Both cladograms and phylogenetic trees show relationships among organisms, how alike, or

similar, they might be. We can see a typical cladogram and phylogenetic tree here.

First, a cladogram can look at trees that may have been derived from a common ancestor to

arrange organisms on different branches. But those branches used aren't representative of the

relative amount of change or evolutionary time that has occurred between organisms. Plus, a

cladogram doesn't necessarily show exact relationships between ancestors and descendants.

On the other hand, the branches on a phylogenetic tree can be proportional to the amount of

change or evolutionary time. So, you can also track how species have changed over time. Species

are still grouped according to similarities and physical or genetic characteristics - for example,

the presence or absence of gills. But, a phylogenetic tree describes an evolutionary history by

showing how ancestors are related to their descendants and how much those descendants have

changed over time.
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